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Collaborative writing typically brings to mind sentiments of confusion, ambiguity, 

miscommunication and stress. By using online web platforms, such as Google Drive, typical 

collaborative writing strategies and tasks are simplified and joint writing becomes more feasible. 

We believe that examining the collaboration-based issues of other writers in academia who did 

not take advantage of this software will help us determine how this is possible. 

Over a period of roughly a month, we were a part of a group of students composing the 

narrative of Frank Gilyard, a local curator of the Central Pennsylvania African American 

Museum (CPAAM). Our goal within this project was to document the history of the museum’s 

inception based on a series of audio interviews conducted in the summer of 2005. Although this 

goal seemed straightforward at the surface level, many decisions went into how we chose to 

write and what software we chose to use. Drive -- a cloud (or web-based) software which 

allowed us to write, edit, and communicate in real time -- enabled us to jointly create the 

narrative history of the CPAAM. 

Before going further into our collaborative process, it may be helpful to concretely define 

the nature of Drive. According to Carrie Newson and Kathryn Kennedy in their essay “Google 

Scholar and More,” Drive is a personalized document center similar to the more familiar setup of 

Microsoft Word, providing “all of the editing capabilities (undo/redo/cut/copy/past) and style 

(font/margins/alignment/bullets/highlighting) of a typical word processor” (88). In the past, the 

idea of collaboration on a document was far-fetched since “communication was based on faxing, 

scanning, mailing, phone calling, emailing, and huge attachments” (89). However, through the 

social networking software of Drive, collaborators are now able to conveniently access any 

document they’re invited to and revise and insert ideas. 

Our collaboration process in this project was unique compared to what we read in class. 

As highlighted by Day and Eodice, there are two different types of collaborative writing: co-

writing and co-authoring. Co-writing involves the group members using “face-to-face, word-by-

word text production,” while co-authoring involves “working together [in] topic and idea 

generation… [and making] co-writing decisions about how the final product will look” (122). 

We found that we engaged in both of these practices -- there were instances where we worked 

synchronously in the same room and there were other instances where we worked 

asynchronously at the will of our schedules.  

 What these definitions failed to do was define how closely we collaborated. After 

reading Slyvie Noël and Jean-Marc Robert’s article titled “Empirical Study on Collaborative 

Writing: What Do Co-authors Do, Use, and Like?”, it was apparent to us that although we did 

co-author and co-write, we were also joint writing. Joint writing is defined as a strategy of 

collaborative writing where “authors work together synchronously in close collaboration on the 

text” (67). It differs from co-authoring and co-writing in that it doesn’t emphasize distance so 

long as the group members remain in constant communication. During these instances where we 

would co-author instead of co-write, there was never a moment where one member was unaware 

of the other’s actions. There were continuous moments of decision-making and revisions, 

whether through face-to-face communication, instant messenger, document comments, or phone 

texts.  

Communication is an important part of the collaboration process. As specified by Day 



 

and Eodice, “the act of talking is a process of discovering, articulating and clarifying meaning 

based on the flow of verbal and nonverbal cues the interaction generates, and it involves the 

more evolutionary, interpersonal processes of composing, re-inventing and revising” different 

work (128). The beginning of our narrative project consisted of content review. Through several 

hours of discussion, we sorted through pages of text flagged as CPAAM-related material. We 

took notes on relevant sections and removed redundant areas. After sieving through possible 

content, we looked for common themes and ideas, using them to develop the subcategories of 

our museum narrative. These categories became the basis for divvying-up the preliminary 

writing work. Aside from talking, there were the many avenues of technology that only amplified 

our productivity.  

By maintaining constant communication with each other, we were able to break through 

typical barriers group members encounter frequently. In an example mentioned by Noël and 

Robert, some of the challenges group members found when co-authoring was a lack of 

communication. “Changes [that were made] were not always communicated, which sometimes 

lead to problems” (68). Examples of possible communication problems could be as follows: 

overlapping in material, no uniform voice and possibly redundant sources. Since we were joint 

writing such issues never occurred and editing the narrative never became an issue.  

One step in our collaborative process involved streamlining our written voices. This 

phase required intensive joint writing. At this point, our job and school hours could have crippled 

our productivity, but Drive allowed us to write without limitations. We watched as each of us 

highlighted information, moved whole paragraphs and topic sentences, and wrote new 

subheadings to organize our thoughts.  

There was also the incorporation of viewing a shared screen, which made joint writing 

possible. Although we used separate computers, we shared the same virtual screen, using Drive’s 

software to see the same document interface and write simultaneously. Not only did we have the 

technology that allowed us to share a screen and review one another’s revisions, but we also had 

the ability to share document control. Document control is defined by Noël and Robert as 

someone “who manages the document and how” (66). Through what is classified as a 

“Computer-Supported Cooperative Writing” (CSCW) system, we were able to share a screen and 

control of the document by tracking changes and revising content.  

Another benefit used while creating this narrative was Drive’s ability to be accessed 

anywhere. “No matter where collaborators are, they can access the latest version of group 

documents and spreadsheets without having to have personal storage devices, such as USB 

drives, or emailing the documents around to each other” (90). With this tool we were able to 

collaborate at various locations and computers without a hassle. The cloud server safely stores 

and organizes all documents that are shared within its database so all that is required is to log 

into the Google account that hosts the document. 

The features mentioned in the previous paragraphs enabled us to avoid common strategy-

based and task-based problems associated with collaborative writing. These issues analyzed how 

we intended to collaborate, through what means, and whether or not we would be together while 

composing the narrative. Google’s assortment of free and powerful online word processing, 

organizing, and communication tools allowed us to overcome challenges that other writers 

encountered during their writing processes. 

Ultimately, there could have been many obstacles that could have deterred us from 

writing the narrative. These obstacles are otherwise known as writing strategy issues amongst 

collaborators. Many of the strategy issues found within Noël and Robert’s essay consisted of 



 

little to no communication, little availability to technology and distance. In the process of 

diverting these strategy issues, we utilized the services of Drive to communicate effectively and 

jointly write our portions of the narrative.  

Since we had conflicting schedules, we were aware that this would put restraints on our 

ability to co-write. However, our different schedules would not impair our ability to joint write. 

Similar to our situation, Noël and Robert’s provide an example of two members “who were co-

located at first, [but] then separated by a significant distance” (68). These members used utilities 

such as “face-to-face meetings, personal computers and printers, phone, fax, email and mail” 

(68) in order to create their work. In the end, it was due to their distance and multiple uses of 

technology based softwares (emails, fax, mail, etc.) that disabled the group from communicating 

effectively. An issue which could have been resolved by using a platform such as Drive to 

communicate via using the chat or making comments.  

 Many major editing decisions took place while using Drive’s revision history tool, which 

allowed us to see removed, added, and changed lines of text at every save point in the 

document’s history. All revisions were automatically color-coded to specify what the user had 

edited. It was through this availability of a central word processing software and its social tools 

that we were able to effectively communicate and create a cohesive final product.  

In addition to avoiding strategy-based problems, CSCW technology also helped us to 

circumvent potential task-based challenges. The task-based problems that we foresaw are rooted 

in W. Martin Davies’ discussion of disjunctive and conjunctive tasks in “Groupwork as a Form 

of Assessment: Common Problems and Recommended Solutions.” Disjunctive tasks, or tasks 

which can be “achieved by only one person in a group being required to think and provide an 

answer,” focus on the individual and tend to split group work apart (569). Conjunctive tasks, or 

tasks which “require each member to contribute to an assessed task,” focus on the group as a 

whole and require a cohesive effort (570). 

Disjunctive tasks, by their nature, split groups apart into individual assignments for a 

single project. Challenges that could arise from disjunctive tasks include ensuring that all group 

members have seen a draft or that all group members are using similar annotation and/or 

composition software. Noël and Robert’s research reflect on this very issue, illustrating the level 

of complexity non-streamlined software can cause in writing projects. They write: 

“Word’s commenting function (of the three software mentioned, the only one with this 

capacity) was not used by any of the respondents. When changes were made to a text, 

their respondents said that either group members did not tell each other about them or, if 

they did, it was in a general manner” (68). 

 A disjunctive task framework, in the case shown by Noël and Robert, caused a 

breakdown in communication (commenting), writing and progress in general. Davies also deems 

disjunctive tasks inappropriate for group work (576). It was unavoidable that we would come 

across disjunctive tasks during our writing process. However, this disjunctive writing would 

transition into a joint writing process with the help of the Drive document and working both 

synchronously and asynchronously.  

Conversely, conjunctive tasks stress working together to achieve a goal. Again, issues of 

spatial proximity and availability are variables within the writing process. Conjunctive tasks, 

such as sessions of group editing where both members are present to evaluate the quality of a 

section of writing, would be nearly impossible. Additionally, meaningful planning, invention and 

decision-making would be a far-distant dream. 

Although both of the aforementioned types of tasks can be considered in a negative light, 



 

both were necessary to get our museum narrative to its final draft. Using Drive, we found a 

digital space to communicate and write together or individually, during times and at locations 

convenient to us. We were able to communicate in real-time using chatting programs alongside 

our document, as well as posting and replying to comments on highlighted portions of text. Since 

Drive allowed us to see a comprehensive revision history and the textual changes of each other’s 

efforts as they were made, we were able to realistically joint write, specifying verbatim what to 

write and modifying the other writer’s sentences simultaneously. 

Collaborative writing is hard work, and that isn’t likely to change any time soon. As seen 

through the examples specified by Noël and Robert, breakdowns in communication by distance, 

time and technology can cripple the writing, editing and drafting processes. By looking at these 

archaic forms of collaboration next to ours, we believe that computer-supported cooperative 

writing software like Google Drive removes or simplifies many of these issues. And though our 

writing process was not easy, it was certainly made more bearable. 
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